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Our energy team’s mission

• Multi-decadal air pollutant emission projections (both near- and long-term) 
have a variety of real world analysis and applications:
• Long-term planning 

• identifying emerging source categories or other environmental issues

• evaluating the synergies and co-benefits among environmental, climate and energy goals

• characterizing the robustness of regulations under wide-ranging conditions

• identifying role of regional planning

• air quality and climate interactions

• Sector-based strategies while considering rest of the energy system
• industrial, building and transportation sectors

• electric grid

• resource extraction

• Technology assessment
• calculating the net environmental impact of new and emerging technologies



Geographic scope of models & select applications at EPA/ORD

International US - Regional US - CityUS - State

Since 2010, over 50 peer-reviewed papers (> 30 in-house), have been published using our modeling frameworks. 

COMET-NYC
Energy system optimization model

GLIMPSE / GCAM-USA
Human-Earth systems simulation model

TIMES
Energy system optimization models

Evaluation of NYC 
transportation policies 

Scenarios for exploring deep uncertainty
Assessment of autonomous vehicles
Investigation of industrial and commercial DER options

State and regional EV emission impacts

US - National

PM mortality trends, drivers, and control strategies

Starter model for developing countries
(16 int’l universities, 13 developing countries)



• Cities are hot spots for air quality issues due to economic activity and density, and 
vulnerable to impacts of climate change

• Current trends highlight importance of cities in mitigating carbon and air emissions

• Cities can be influential in their policies on where and what type of electricity they are 
purchasing for consumers. 

Develop a tool to address long-term planning questions related to sustainability, resilience, 
equity and growth for cities using MARKAL/TIMES

Why focus on cities? 

Why New York City?
• the immense availability of data required for energy-water 

nexus modeling, 
• early adopter of carbon reduction goals, 
• awareness of vulnerabilities to climate change 
• taking actions to increase resilience of the infrastructure
• existing air quality issues posing danger to health of residents



City-based Optimization Model for Energy Technologies

Built on MARKAL with specific data for New York City

• in the process of converting to TIMES by FALL 2020

Time Horizon:  2010 – 2055, 5-year increments; 2010 and 

2015 calibration

Spatial Resolution:  New York City at borough level and New 
York State

Sectors: electric, transportation, buildings

Pollutants: greenhouse gases and major air pollutants

Initial applications are tailored to: 
• Air quality management 
• Peak load shaving 
• Electric utility capacity expansion
• Building energy technology evaluations
• Transportation futures and impacts of air quality

Kaplan and Isik (2020) City-based Optimization Model for Energy Technologies: COMET 
- New York City Documentation. EPA 600/R-19/124. February 2020.
https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_record_report.cfm?Lab=CEMM&dirEntryId=348535

https://cfpub.epa.gov/si/si_public_record_report.cfm?Lab=CEMM&dirEntryId=348535


• Nearly 60 percent of the state’s electricity 
is consumed in the New York City 
Metropolitan area (including Long Island)
• 64 natural gas plants (~50%)
• 4 nuclear reactors (33%)
• 180 hydroelectric plants (19%)
• 1 utility scale solar
• 16 peaking units near the city

• EPA has extensive data on individual 
generators’ activity and emissions level

Energy System for NYC
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Source: https://www.nytimes.com/column/new-york-101 New York 101 Series, 2/10/2017.

https://www.nytimes.com/column/new-york-101


Transportation Technology Options for Light Duty Vehicles

Fuel Technology Type Mini-
Compact

Compact Full-size Minivan Pickup Small SUV Large SUV

Gasoline Conventional ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Advanced ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Hybrid ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Plug-in Hybrid ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Diesel Conventional ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Hybrid ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

CNG Conventional ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Flex-fuel ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Hydrogen Fuel Cell ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

Electric 100-mile range ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔

200-mile range ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔



Transportation Technology Options for Heavy Duty Vehicles

End-Use Demand Fuel Type Efficiency Improvements

Bus Diesel Improved Eff Adv. Tech Adv. Hybrid

Electricity Improved Eff Adv. Tech

Compressed Natural

gas

Improved Eff Adv. Tech Adv. Hybrid

Hydrogen Fuel Cell Hybrid

Medium & Heavy Duty 

Vehicle (HDV) Short Haul

Diesel Improved Eff Adv. Tech Adv. Hybrid

Compressed Natural

gas

Improved Eff Adv. Tech Adv. Hybrid

Hydrogen Fuel Cell Hybrid

Passenger Rail Commuter Diesel

Electricity

Passenger Rail Subways & 

Streetcars

Electricity

Shipping Residual Oil Residual Oil Residual Oil

Fuel Injection Fuel Injection Fuel Injection



Designed a scenario framework to evaluate New York 
City’s transportation policies with a focus on air emissions

Characterized the two most important uncertainties that can impact how cities could attain their goals

1. Speed of end-use demand technology decarbonization

2. Evolution of electric grid towards low carbon fuels

Description Goal
SST – STEADY STATE Business as usual trends Least cost optimization with embedded technology 

turnover due to age and existing regulations, no carbon 
reduction

DEP – DEPENDENCE City goals are limited by 
slower decarbonization of 
the grid

Included a constraint to account for the carbon intensity 
of electricity consumed by the city. 

The CO2 intensity of electricity levels follow BAU trends.

REV – REVOLUTION City goals are aligned with 
decarbonization of the grid

Included a constraint to account for the carbon intensity 
of electricity consumed by the city. 

The CO2 intensity of electricity intensity levels follow 
State’s goals on achieving electricity generation from 
renewables.



New York City’s transportation fuel consumption in PJ 
across scenarios 

Majority of gasoline consumption 
is in light-duty sector, whereas 
diesel consumption is happening 
in the medium- and heavy-duty 
sectors.

New York City already has 
substantial electricity consumption 
due to subway system.

In the long-term, DEPENDENCE scenario, 
shows higher investment in energy 
efficiency in light-duty fleet rather than 
boosting the electrification of the fleet

Starting in 2030, when CO2 intensity of 
the electric grid was high –
DEPENDENCE scenario, model started 
to convert heavy-duty short-haul trucks 
from diesel to CNG as well as electrified 
some portion of the bus fleet



Comparison of CO2 and NOx emissions with respect to STEADY STATE

TL: Light duty vehicle; TB: Buses; TM: Medium Duty Trucks; THS: Heavy Duty Trucks; TRP: Subway

• Most of the CO2 reductions were observed in the light-duty sector followed by short-haul heavy duty trucks. 
• City-level NOx emissions decrease substantially beyond 2015 in all scenarios
• Deeper NOx reductions are observed in DEPENDENCE due to earlier switch over to newer and fuel-efficient cars as well 
as EVs.
• The model was investing in cheaper diesel hybrid vehicles in REVOLUTION, which in turn resulted in an increase in NOx 
emissions in the near-term
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• The DEPENDENCE scenario saw a higher level of fuel switching across multiple modes, both for 
passenger and freight

• The fuel switching in the heavy duty sector (especially buses and short haul freight modes) from 
diesel to CNG resulted in further reductions in air emissions

• In REVOLUTION, due to clean grid, the model postponed other transportation efficiency 
improvements in the near term and invested in BEVs more heavily in later years

Key takeaways

Isik, Dodder and Kaplan (2019) How sustainable are New York City’s transportation policies in the context of broader emissions reduction targets? (currently under revision) 



• From our preliminary analysis of buildings sector, this sector is much more sensitive to 
electric price and CO2 reduction goals and reveals more flexibility in achieving emission 
targets through energy efficiency, distributed energy resources, fuel switching etc. 

– However, there are multiple challenges with handling an old building stock

• Currently working on converting the model to TIMES framework

• We will be testing mixing of time-periods such that annual modeling until 2030 then 
5-yr increments until 2050

• Updating transportation emissions factors tailored to driving patterns in the city

• Exploring options to increase time-slices to better reflect load duration curves

• Developing a web-based visualization tool-kit 

Ongoing activities and plans



We welcome any questions and comments.

Thank you for your interest

Ozge Kaplan, PhD
Kaplan.Ozge@epa.gov


